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Deep in the forest by Vernnie Lake, a beautiful cockatoo named Wingcorn
was having a very nice day. He displayed his white, blue and red feathers
proudly. He stretched his wings toward the sky in his peaceful cabin perched high
on top of a brown shaggy wood sign in front of the serene Vernnie Lake. This was
a peaceful day until a wise looking white and black parrot perched upon a tree
branch above him. This parrot started chatting about his adventurous hike he had
just taken through the eerie grounds of Calloran Forest. Wingcorn was feeling a
little jealous since he always wanted to have the courage to leave his cabin in
Vernnie Lake and explore Calloran Forest. In his heart Wingcorn knew going
through Calloran Forest wasn’t the right thing for him to do. After listening to this
parrot talk about his adventure Wingcorn thought it was time for him to speak
up. After all, he didn’t know this parrot. He had never seen him before at
Vernnie Lake. “Who are you and where did you come from?” asked Wingcorn.
The black and white parrot looking iffy at Wingcorn and after a few moments of
silence the parrot finally answered. “My name is Black Claw and I come from
Calloran Forest. I’ve lived there all my life. Wingcorn was in such disbelief that he
fell off the sign. He did not know parrots could live in Calloran Forest. Wingcorn
knew it was a very dangerous place because it was full of crazy Professor
Chopper’s killing inventions. Wingcorn was so astonished that he couldn’t even
speak. He just stared at Black Claw in disbelief. Finally, Black Claw said “I know
you must be surprised. Just take this.” Just then Black Claw started to fly away
and then Wingcorn saw that Black Claw dropped something from his ragged
knapsack under his wing on purpose for Wingcorn to find. Wingcorn was about to
call out to Black Claw to wait up but Black Claw was already flying
away. Wingcorn flew down to see what dropped from Black Claws knapsack and
saw that it was a bottle with wording that said, “Curing Potion”.

Wingcorn was super-duper confused why Black Claw would drop a curing
potion and just fly away without any explanation. He didn’t know what he was
supposed to do with this bottle. Why did Black Claw leave this for Wingcorn to
find? Where was Black Claw going now? Was he supposed to follow Black Claw?
Wingcorn had so many questions he felt he could have spent the entire day with
Black Claw just talking about Black Claw’s life and adventures.
As Wingcorn continued to stare at the potion he was noticing that his cabin
was taking on a new shape. It had just morphed into the ground then surprisingly
came back up as an astonishing and scary R.I.P tombstone. Wingcorn almost
fainted in fear and surprise but instead of fainting, he just squawked loudly. As he
watched in amazement, the tombstone then morphed back into the ground and
came back as Wingcorn’s cabin. Scared to go inside, Wingcorn took a deep breath
and dashed inside his cabin and saw his little table now had a ragged scroll sitting
on it. He opened the scroll with his break and read the words on the scroll that
said: Go to the first hollow tree in Calloran Forest. It was signed Mysterious
Person. Wingcorn was too afraid and surprised to understand what just
happened. He decided to just dash back out of the cabin and go to Calloran
Forest. He snatched the curing potion under his wing and set off into the air. His
destination was Calloran Forest’s deepest hollow.
As Wingcorn flew to Calloran forest he kept wondering what Black Claw
had in mind for him to do with the curing potion. As he entered Calloran Forest a
blue, green and yellow parrot greeted him. The parrot asked him if he was the
cockatoo that lived in the cabin on Vernnie Lake. Wingcorn said he was and the
parrot told Wingcorn he was sent by Black Claw to lead him through the forest to
Professors Chopper’s castle. Wingcorn asked the parrot what he was supposed to
do and the parrot said they would know when they got there. As they arrived at
the castle Black Claw was there with many other parrots and Black Claw asked
Wingcorn if he still had the potion. Wingcorn said he did and Black Claw
explained to Wingcorn the terrible problems the forest was having with Professor
Choppers and his bird eating machines. He said that the curing potion will
destroy the Professors castle once and for all. When Wingcorn asked him why he
didn’t just use the potion, Black Claw said because Professor Chopper would
recognize him and he could never get close enough to the castle. Black Claw
asked Wingcorn to fly high in the air and sprinkle the potion over the
castle. Wingcorn did what black claw asked and as soon as the curing potion
touched the stones of the castle it started to melt. All the horrible bird killing

machines that Professor Chopper invented to destroy Calloran forest was
melting. Professor Chopper ran out of the castle and ran right into all the parrots.
The parrots destroyed Professor Chopper.

Then one of Professor Chopper’s inventions howled right behind Wingcorn and
tied him up with a metal rope. He swung him around almost a million times until
Wingcorn could sprinkle the very last drop of potion on to this eating machine. It
started to melt. All was quiet. Calloran Forest was saved. The parrots cheered
and Wingcorn flew back to his cabin accompanied by Black Claw himself. They
were happy and had some tea. All was well and they were happy
The End

